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Stand by me Evaluation 
 

Stand by Me is an intergenerational singing programme that has been running for 

four school terms, starting in April 2018.  Managed by Gloucestershire Academy of 

Music and funded by Make Music Gloucestershire and Gloucestershire Community 

Foundation, this programme was devised and led by Becky Chevis. 

Please note that some pseudonyms are used in this evaluation. 

 

 

The story 

Becky Chevis ran intergenerational sessions with four schools and four older adult 

settings.   

• April 2018 – July 2018, Holy Trinity C of E Primary School and Windsor Street 

care home in Cheltenham. GAM worked in collaboration with Mindsong for 

this pairing as they already had an established singing group at Windsor 

Street. This meant the sessions were required to follow an existing structure 

which was not designed for an intergenerational group.  

• November 2018 - June 2019, Queen Margaret’s Primary School and Lanes 

Court sheltered housing in Priors Park. The children and tenants quickly formed 

fun relationships but practical difficulties meant that some of their joint 

sessions had to be cancelled at short notice and that sometimes the tenants 

did not remember that the children were due to visit. The support from James, 

a community organiser for Priors Park, helped with these challenges. 

• November 2018 – April 2019, Stonehouse Park Infant School and The Elms care 

home in Stonehouse. The children and residents were not as familiar and 

relaxed with one another as at Lanes Court and during their second session 

their teacher said that they would not be able to visit again. After some 

discussion it was agreed that the sessions would continue but would only be 

half-an-hour long. The teacher and children seemed to really enjoy these 

shorter sessions and they had a lot of fun with the residents.  
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• January 2019 – June 2019, Leonard Stanley C of E School and Highborder 

Lodge residential care home. The children and residents enjoyed singing and 

making music together as a big group as well as have conversations in small 

groups and forming individual friendships.  

At the start of each of these collaborations Becky carried out a liaison visit to the 

schools and older adult settings, then ran a music session in school and in the older 

adult setting for the children and adults separately. This was to get to know the 

children and adults, to find out what songs they liked, and to introduce the idea of 

intergenerational sessions. The following week the children walked to the older adult 

setting for their first joint session during which she would do songs and activities which 

aimed to make the children feel as comfortable as possible. The next week they had 

separate sessions so that Becky could talk to the children and older adults about 

how they had found their first session and answer any questions as well as spending 

more time singing. Depending on how comfortable the children and older adults felt 

together, the following sessions were mostly joint with increasing opportunities for the 

participants to talk to and interact directly with one another. The children and adults 

then had separate feedback sessions at the end of the project.  

The children walked to the older adults setting for each of the joint sessions. These 

sessions started with a warm-up to help settle and focus the children. The warm up 

was followed by a hello song which could include the names of individual 

participants. Becky would then lead the children and adults in some songs which 

they all knew, as well as encouraging them to teach one another new songs. She 

also encouraged the participants to make up new words and actions to familiar 

songs. Once it seemed that the children felt comfortable in the older adult setting 

Becky would invite them to ask the older adults questions, either by walking around 

the room and having conversations one-to-one or in small-groups, or by asking a 

question to the whole room. She celebrated the answers and stories which resulted 

from these conversations by singing simple songs about them which the participants 

could join in with. Every session finished with a goodbye song which could also 

include the names of individuals. At Windsor Street and Highborder Lodge the 

children were then invited to have some squash and biscuits. 

The numbers  

GAM had estimated that 130 people would benefit from this project. At least 160 

people benefitted from it as the number below show. 

No of schools engaged - 4 

No of care settings - 4 

No of children – 115 (roughly) 

No of older people – 52 (roughly) 

No of school sessions - 15 

No of older people sessions - 10 

No of shared sessions – 31 
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Data collection 

Data regarding the project’s outcomes was collected in the following ways: 

- Becky wrote a short report on each of the sessions at Windsor Street which she 

then emailed to GAM. She wrote diary entry reports after the sessions at the 

three other locations. 

- Observation of the sessions from GAM staff and from care home staff such as 

Millie ChJos from OSJCT. 

- Feedback forms which were given to staff from the schools and the 

residential settings towards the end of the project. 

- Finger counting Likert scales. During her visits to the schools Becky asked the 

children rate how much they enjoyed their visits etc out of ten, showing her 

their answers on their fingers. This was a quick way of judging how the class 

felt about visiting the care home but is fraught with bias as some children 

probably copied their friends. 

- When in school, Becky made voice recordings or videos of the children’s 

comments about the project. These have been transcribed and are included 

in her weekly reports.  

- Regular consultations with care staff and teachers via email and face-to-

face. 

- Light-touch feedback activities at the ends of some sessions. 

Aims and Objectives  

Reduced social isolation  

Social isolation was reduced by bringing people together with a common purpose 

and by the formation of new relationships across the generations, as was evident in 

the following five areas. 

Getting to know new people and making friends  

Children from Leonard Stanley, Queen Margaret’s and Stonehouse Park schools 

commented on how they liked getting to know new people and make new friends. 

For example, on 2nd April a child from Leonard Stanley said ‘I like going to 

Highborder Lodge because it is good to meet new people’. One of the tenants at 

Lanes Court, Malcom, described this on the 6th December after the children had left, 

‘They’re getting to know us on their second visit. Their personalities are shining 

through and they’re getting to know us too. They pick their favourites just like adults 

do.’ He was a favourite with the children. 

Some children from Holy Trinity and Leonard Stanley schools spontaneously made 

cards for specific residents at Windsor Street and Highborder Lodge.  This 

demonstrates how they felt they had formed friendships with individuals. 

Conversations 

Even once they were comfortable singing together and waving the children were 

often shy of talking to the adults. Becky encouraged conversations at Lanes Court 

and Highborder Lodge by giving the children questions to ask the adults and telling 

them they had certain amount of time to gather answers before making a song 

about it. They started with just a few minutes to find out people’s names and moved 

on to discussing different topics for longer periods of time in subsequent sessions. 
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After the conversation times the children sat back down and told Becky what they 

had found out, then she made on-the-spot song parodies about it which everyone 

sang to celebrate the people involved. For example, on 5th February at Highborder 

Lodge the children went around the room asking the residents about their jobs and 

their pets. They then made up four verses to the tune of The Drunken Sailor about 

what they had found out: ‘Pat was a sports teacher’, ‘Anne worked in an office’, 

David was a busy farmer’ and ‘Gilly had a horse of course!’ One of the residents, 

Len, also told the children that he used to have a Tiger called Simba and that it had 

to go and live in a zoo.  Weeks later, on 2nd April, Becky had a session with the 

children in school and found that they were still talking about what the residents had 

said. One girl told Becky that ‘lots of people had jobs that I didn’t know about…one 

of them was a sports teacher’, and several of the boys were still excited about the 

tiger called Simba and asked if they could sing the simple song Becky had made up 

about it.  

These conversations did not happen at Windsor Street because they did not fit into 

the format of the established Mindsong session which meant that the children did 

not get to hear about the residents’ lives. One of the activity coordinators there did 

suggest that it would be nice if the children and residents could have conversations 

in small groups during future visits.  

Giving and receiving 

Giving and receiving objects encouraged the children and older adults to interact 

with one another and was particularly valuable for residents who were non-verbal or 

children who were shy of talking. This was particularly evident at the Elms where the 

children engaged with Becky but largely ignored the residents during their first visit. 

During their second visit Becky gave some of the residents soft toy animals to act as 

props for Old MacDonald which brought individual residents to the foreground of 

the children’s attention. As the session progressed the children began to give the 

toys to the residents. After their session on 15th March, Becky wrote, ‘Old MacDonald 

was a real highlight as I handed out different toy animals for each verse and the 

children went and gave them to a resident to hold. It was fascinating seeing the 

children choosing a resident to bestow the toy on – I expected them to pick those 

who looked most approachable but they didn’t. The residents were all delighted to 

be given a toy by a child and it engaged some of them who hadn’t been singing.’  

During this session the Activity Coordinator also introduced ribbon sticks which the 

residents had made, creating an opportunity for the residents to give things to the 

children and enabling more one-on-one interactions. At Lanes Court the children 

also enjoyed giving toys to the tenants and being given biscuits and fruit by them 

after the session. 

The importance of giving and receiving was clear during the final sessions at Lanes 

Court and Highborder Lodge. In both settings the children had brought things to 

give to the adults to say goodbye and Becky wrote that it really helped finish the 

projects well, particularly when the children and adults were sad to say goodbye to 

one another.  
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Improvement in mutual understanding  

The children found out about the older people’s lives when residents addressed the 

whole group and through conversations. For example, on 13th May at Lanes Court 

Peggy told the children how she had grown up in Ireland and how they had no 

electricity or running water. The children were astonished and started talking about 

how they would have light if they had no electricity. The older people also found out 

about the children’s lives. For example, at Windsor Street we made up new verses to 

She’ll Be Coming Round The Mountain When She Comes and one of the children 

suggested ‘She’ll be texting on her iphone when she comes’ which the adults found 

hilarious! This sort of sharing helps people of different ages to understand one 

another, challenging the generation gap.  

 

 

 

As evidence for improved mutual understanding on the feedback form, the teacher 

from Leonard Stanley School wrote, ‘The children are no longer 

scared/apprehensive to see the older people’. When discussing their visits to 

Highborder Lodge, one child from her class said, ‘I learnt to have fun with anyone 

however old they are’. A residents’ family member who often attended the sessions 

at Highborder Lodge wrote on their evaluation form that ‘The children gained 

knowledge and understanding of the elderly and showed great respect and 

empathy.’ 
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Each participant to feel valued.  

At Windsor Street, though some of the residents were sung to by name or had 

attention drawn to them by props for Old MacDonald, most residents were never 

individually celebrated or spoken to by the children. Instead, the volunteers 

interacted with each resident individually which showed that they were all valued. 

At the other venues Becky tried to make sure that every resident or tenant was 

individually spoken to and celebrated by the children. For example, every tenant 

was asked their name by a child at Lanescourt on 6th December. On 20th May one of 

the tenants, Chrissy, was delighted when one girl had clearly remembered her name 

from previous sessions and used it to speak to her! Being sung to by name made 

many participants feel valued. For example, on 22nd January at Highborder Lodge 

the children sang ‘Peter’s here mi Lord, Kumbaya…’ Peter had not been joining in 

with the singing up till that point but he told the children, ‘Nobody’s ever sung to me 

like that before. Thank you. It means a lot to me’, then he joined in with the rest of 

the sessions.  

There was not time to sing to each of the children by name. Instead, children were 

shown to be valued by being individually selected for specific songs or actions (such 

as holding props, acting a part), being spoken to warmly by adults in conversations, 

and by being thanked for visiting. For example, on 15th March one of the residents at 

The Elms gave a little speech to the children, saying ‘Thank you all for coming and 

for making us so happy. We love all of you very much and don’t want you to go’. 

The following week the children repeated her words to Becky when she visited them 

in school, showing what an impression they had made  

On her evaluation form, the activities coordinator from Highborder Lodge wrote that 

‘even the more challenged dementia residents were able to interact with the 

children’. It is good to read that even advanced dementia did not stop the residents 

interacting.  

Musical Development 

Participants were given opportunities to develop their repertoire of songs as well as 

their enjoyment, understanding and creation of music in community. Such 

opportunities afford cognitive, social and emotional benefits.  

Singing together 

Each child involved in the project learnt at least ten songs and those at Leonard 

Stanley learnt about seventeen, as well as listening to some songs which the 

residents chose to sing to them. As one child said on 2nd April, ‘When I go to 

Highborder Lodge I learn new songs every week’. Most of the songs they have learnt 

are ones that the older adults suggested such as I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles, Daisy 

Daisy, Eidelweiss, Que Sera, Singing in the Rain, Rock around the clock, How Much is 

that Doggie in the Window, You are my Sunshine, There’s a hole in my Bucket, and 

Pop goes the Weasel. The children enjoyed learning old songs, as is evident from 

their requests to sing them. For example, on 30th April when some boys from Leonard 

Stanley who were visiting Highborder Lodge requested to repeatedly sing ‘the one 

about the bicycle’, by which they meant Daisy Daisy, even though Peter said it is 

such an old song that his mother used to sing it. When Becky visited the children in 

school they often told her that they had also been singing the old songs at other 
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times, such as at Leonard Stanley on 29th January after which she wrote, ‘They also 

told me about when else they have been singing the songs – apparently She’ll Be 

Coming Round The Mountain was heard in the playground at lunch and Loch 

Lommond in the line’. A boy from Queen Margaret’s also told her how he’d gone 

and looked up Singing in the Rain on the internet at home and he described Gene 

Kelly’s tap dance sequence with the umbrella and the policeman to his whole class 

– it became a favourite song for them.   

The teacher from Stonehouse wrote on her feedback form that, ‘The children learnt 

songs that the residents knew/loved etc – [this] gives music a meaning/feeling’. The 

singing was more meaningful because the residents were sharing their experiences 

with the children.   

The older adults also learnt new songs which they children taught them, as well as 

the Hello song which we did at every session. For example, on 15th November at 

Lanescourt the children taught Baby Shark and afterwards the tenants discussed 

how this could keep their minds active and how they found remembering the verses 

a challenge. The children from Leonard Stanley also taught the residents at 

Highborder Lodge two of their favourite songs – Baby Shark and Purple Stew. 

Learning new songs is thought to be very beneficial for nursing home residents, 

including those with Dementia, as it exercises memory functions.1  

 

Songs also gave participants a chance to be creative and celebrate what they 

found out about each other in conversations. At Lanes Court and Leonard Stanley 

the children spoke to the residents about what they would like most in the world and 

used their answers as new lyrics to Bring Me Sunshine, creating the following verses. 

Bring me roses and toys 

Bring me peanuts and cowboys 

In this world where we live there should be more cream cakes 

Bring me mint, bring me chocolate, bring me tea!  

(Lanes Court, 13th and 20th May) 

 

Bring me banoffee pie and lemonade 

Bring me jam sandwiches and Dominos 

Bring walks along the beach with laughter and world peace 

Bring me sausage dogs, bring me poodles, bring me pug!  

(Highborder Lodge, 4th June)  

                                                             
1 Palmer (2001: 182) speculated that learning to sing or recognise new songs redevelops memory functions 
that residents do not usually use. Exercising these memory functions may stem their decay (Eckl, 2012). 
 
Eckl, F. (2012) ‘Music and the Quality of Life in Old Age’, Graz University: 
www.uni-graz.at/~parncutt/fk_arbeiten/EcklBachelorsThesis2012.pdf. (Unpublished Thesis). 
 
Palmer, M. (2001) ‘Older adults are total people’, in Weisberg, N. and Wilder, R. (eds.) Expressive arts with 
elders: a resource, 2nd edition, London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, pp.179-187. 
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The children’s voices also improved throughout the project. As one girl from Leonard 

Stanley said on 2nd April, ‘I’ve learnt that my voice is better now that I’ve started 

singing more’. 

Sharing Rhythms 

Children at Queen Margaret’s, Stonehouse Park, and Leonard Stanley schools all 

learnt to read and clap crochets and quavers. At Queen Margaret’s they also learnt 

to read and clap crochet rests and minims because one of the tenants at Lanes 

Court told Becky that they needed more of a challenge. On 28th January Becky 

wrote, ‘Afterwards Malcom told me to get some more cards made up with some 

different words. I said “And make it harder for the children?”, he said “make it harder 

for us as well!” He seems to be enjoying learning to read rhythmic notation just as 

much as the children!’ Some of the homes in more privileged areas had residents 

who had been taught to read music, but the older adults who had not been given 

the chance to learn an instrument as a child seemed to enjoy clapping from the 

rhythm cards the most. Using rhythmic notation also gave the children at Queen 

Margaret’s School a chance to create and memorise four-bar phrases as they 

chose what order to put Becky’s cards in then took them away one by one whilst still 

clapping what had been on the missing cards.  

 

As well as the educational benefits of using rhythmic notation, it also created an 

opportunity for the children and older adults to enjoy sharing a pulse and rhythms, 

particularly with the addition of percussion instruments at Leonard Stanley on 5th 

February. In future iterations of the project it would be good to have enough 

percussion instruments for everyone to use.   

 

Listening to one another 

The most marked improvement in musical skills was at Stonehouse Park Infant School. 

When Becky first visited at the start of November she noticed that the Year One class 

needed help to clap a shared pulse or pitch simple intervals.  She decided to work 

with them on simple rhythm and pitch games and spend more time on songs with 

simpler tunes. After their fourth session on 30th November Becky wrote, ‘The children 

managed to pitch minor thirds in the warm up and sing/chant in unison – that is my 

personal goal for working with this class achieved as they could not do that at the 

start of November!’ She also encouraged them to listen to songs which the residents 

sang for them, then asked the children what the song had been about. When the 

residents sang Pack Up Your Troubles on 30th November the children seemed 

delighted that it told them to smile, and they paid a lot more attention to the 

residents than they had during their previous visit.   

Comfortable, thriving children  

Many of the children who visited the older people’s settings described feeling 

nervous, shy and scared, particularly during their first few visits. As the project 

progressed their nervousness and shyness decreased, seemingly because they 

became more familiar with the settings and the people, enjoyed the music, and 

learnt how to manage these feelings, as discussed in the following sections. Many 

children also enjoyed the attention and affirmation they received from the older 

adults, as well as feeling pleased that they had made a positive difference to other 

people’s lives.  
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Children feeling at ease in older adult’s settings  

On 2nd April a boy from Leonard Stanley said, ‘I found it hard going to Highborder 

Lodge because I don’t really know anyone there and it is hard to sing in front of 

people you don’t know, and its whether they are going to like it or not’. The same 

boy later said, ‘I learnt to enjoy singing more than I used to and learnt to be less shy’. 

This shows the mixture of emotions that many of the children described during the 

project. Many of them said they were scared or shy to start with but that after their 

first visit, or after a few visits, they weren’t scared or shy anymore. 

Some children said that singing helped them not to feel scared. For example, on 25th 

January one child at Stonehouse Park advised another to ‘Keep singing, then it 

won’t be scary’. During her final visit to this class on 25th March, Becky had this 

discussion: 

Becky: What was the hardest thing about going to the Elms? 

Tim: When I got there in the first time I was scared 

Becky: And how did you feel the last time? 

Tim: Happy 

Becky: What changed? 

Tim: When we were singing  

 

Other children also said that they stopped feeling scared or shy because the older 

people’s setting was no longer unknown to them; they had become used to it. For 

example, in a recorded video on 2nd April a boy at Leonard Stanley said that going 

to Highborder Lodge for the first and second time was hard because it made him 

nervous and shy. Then he said, ‘But its ok now…I’ve got more time to see them 

now…its normal’.  

 

The children’s comments that Becky recorded also show that some children’s 

attitudes towards feeling shy or scared changed over the course of the project.  For 

example, on 2nd April a boy from Leonard Stanley said, ‘I learnt that being scared 

isn’t a very big thing’. This is an unexpected outcome which it would be interesting 

to monitor in the future.  

By contrast, some children quickly felt comfortable in the older adult’s setting. After 

her first visit to the Elms on 23rd November, one girl from Stonehouse Park said ‘I didn’t 

want to leave – I’d like to stay there’. 

Becky tried to help the children feel at ease and settled at the start of their sessions 

by starting with familiar warm-ups and songs. This was not possible during the first few 

sessions at Windsor Street because the volunteers thought it best to always start with 

My Bonnie to keep continuity with their usual format. Though regrettable, this 

afforded a useful comparison - after the children’s first visit to Windsor Street a 

Mindsong volunteer commented on how the children seemed to relax as they sang 

their Hello Song which they had learnt in school - they had not relaxed during My 

Bonnie which is what the session had started with. 

The care home staff have a big role to play in making the children feel comfortable 

in the homes, particularly in making sure that the environments are as unintimidating 

as possible. In at least three sessions fairly full catheter bags were visible as they had 
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slipped and were poking out of the bottom of gentlemen’s trousers. One of the 

teachers brought this up with Becky and said it would certainly have distressed her if 

she was a six-year-old! Becky talked to the staff about this and they made sure it 

didn’t happen again.   

Children thrive from the attention of the older people  

The teacher from Stonehouse wrote that she could tell that the children thrived from 

the attention of the residents because they were ‘happy, excited children during 

sessions, before and after’. 

Many children who found it difficult to focus in school seemed to particularly enjoy 

the attention of the older adults and behave in a warmer and more engaged way 

as a result. For example, there was a girl, Jo, who was quite disruptive when Becky 

first met her in school, rather than engaging in the activities she kept interrupting 

them by telling Becky about other things she has done or knows. When she first 

visited the care home she sat by Pam, a very friendly lady who talked to her and 

reached out to her. Initially Jo told her teachers she didn’t like this and the teachers 

suggested she sat by them instead of Pam. However, as the sessions progressed Jo 

repeatedly chose to sit next to Pam and seemed to really enjoy her attention. During 

her fifth visit she gave Pam a card which said, ‘Thank you for being my friend’. She 

ceased interrupting with anecdotes about herself and seemed more content and 

happier to sing and join in. She even chose to give Pam a good-bye hug after their 

session together. Becky thinks that her interruptions must have been because she 

craved more attention and affirmation than a teacher with thirty children can spare 

one child. Pam, on the other hand, could give Jo constant attention which helped 

Jo to feel secure and accepted, allowing her to enjoy the activities and singing. 

Becky conjectures that some of the children who exhibit disruptive behaviour in class 

crave attention and affirmation. The residents can give them boundless attention 

which helps them feel secure and happy, allowing them to join in with the activities 

without attention-seeking disruptions. In further iterations of the project it would be 

good to closely monitor the behaviour of children who are often disruptive in lessons 

to test this idea.  

The children seemed to thrive from the active attention of the older people; when 

the adults gave them attention in an active way by joining in with the music and 

talking to them rather than just watching them. The teacher from Leonard Stanley 

wrote this on her feedback form, ‘The children love it when the older people join in 

and tell them things about when they were younger.’ For example, many children 

loved it when older people ‘rowed the boat’ with them and as the sessions 

progressed there was a significant increase in the amount of children who chose to 

‘row the boat’ with an older person rather than a peer, particularly at Lanes Court 

and at Windsor Street. The children who chose to hold hands with the older adults 

clearly loved this active attention, as the card made by two boys from Holy Trinity 

School shows: they wanted to thank the ‘gentlemen on the sofa’ for rowing the boat 

with them and wanted to give them kindness stickers.  
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Children develop their communication and social skills  

A family member of a resident wrote on their evaluation form that ‘We witnessed a 

real lovely growth and improvement in interaction between young and old and the 

social skills of both residents and children!’ 

The project has given the children an opportunity to communicate with people they 

otherwise wouldn’t have, as the teacher from Stonehouse wrote on her evaluation 

form. This has helped to develop their communication skills, as was evident when the 

children from Holy Trinity School spoke to Becky about how they might talk to 

someone who can’t hear them very well or who might keep asking them to repeat 

what they said. It would have been good if Becky could have had these 

conversations with the other schools involved too.  

Case Study 1 – Having a Grandma become cool 

One of the pupils from Leonard Stanley school is the Grandson of one of the 

residents at Higborder Lodge. He sounded proud about this when he talked 

about it in school, but when he first visited Highborder Lodge with his class he 

didn’t even go up to her, seemingly because he was embarrassed in front of 

his friends or shy. His teacher and Becky encouraged him to go up to her 

during their second visit and he went to find her after his friends had left the 

room. She was pleased to see him but said to Becky, ‘he won’t kiss me with all 

these girls around!’ After a few sessions he began to always sit by her chair and 

hold her hand. He may have grown in confidence or become more proud of 

his Grandma. Now he holds her hand and kisses her goodbye and doesn’t 

seem to care what his friends think, or maybe he knows they won’t think 

anything bad about it – having a Grandma is suddenly very cool.  
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Many children’s social confidence grew remarkably through the project. Claire, the 

activity coordinator at Windsor Street, commented that she said she saw a lot more 

confidence in the children from Holy Trinity on 3rd July compared to when the first 

visited on 8th May. This is because many children chose to hold the residents hands 

and several asked if they could perform a songs they had written for the residents. 

The teacher from Leonard Stanley also wrote, ‘Some of the quieter children have 

become more confident in speaking to the older people’. The most persuasive 

evidence that the project has helped children’s confidence comes from the 

children’s own comments. For example, on 2nd April one child from Leonard Stanley 

told Becky, ‘I like going to Highborder Lodge because they made me not shy’. 

Becky recorded six similar, unprompted comments from children who said that they 

had become less shy, embarrassed, or scared when visiting the older adults.  

Children realise they are making a positive difference and enjoy it 

Many of the children’s comments make it clear that they are aware that they are 

making a positive difference for the older adults and that they enjoy doing so. For 

example, on 2nd April children from Leonard Stanley School said, ‘I like going to 

Highborder Lodge because when we go [arrive] they are all looking really down in 

the dumps and when we go [leave] they are all looking really joyful’, and ‘I like 

singing to old people because it makes them happy…..I learnt people’s names and 

where they went on holiday’. These children were from Year 4 and seemed to show 

more awareness of the residents’ feelings than children from other schools who were 

all younger. Despite this, on 25th March a Year 1 child from Stonehouse Park school 

also said, ‘I really liked going to the Elms because we sang songs to them and made 

them feel happy’. Claire, the activity coordinator at Windsor Street, also thought 

that by their final visit the Year 2 children who visited them realised ‘that they are 

giving’. This suggests that even the younger children are developing empathy and 

an enjoyment in making other people happy which is an exciting and un-looked for 

outcome of the project.   
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Active older adults  

Many of the older adults became more active and engaged in activities when the 

children were with them. For example, on 22nd May a Mindsong volunteer at Windsor 

Street told Becky that one lady normally sleeps through their singing sessions, but 

that she was awake and alert when the children came and sang with her. When the 

children left and the volunteers kept on singing this lady went back to sleep again.  

Case Study 2 – Excerpts from Becky’s Highborder Lodge diaries concerning Peter 

22nd January - ‘I gave the children two minutes to go around the room and find 

out the name of somebody who they haven’t met before. This went well. I 

spotted children instigating handshakes and being very keen to meet people 

and being very caring. When we were all sat down again I asked the children to 

tell me the names of the people they’ve met and we put the names into 

Kumbaya e.g. “Erica’s singing mi Lord, Kumbaya…” One boy said that he’d met 

Peter. When I met Peter last week he did not seem particularly friendly or 

impressed with our singing, in fact he sat scowling with his fingers in his ears! 

Nevertheless, we sang “Peter’s here mi Lord, Kumbaya….” His response was 

wonderful! He said, “Nobody’s ever sung to me like that before. Thank you. It 

means a lot to me”. He looked really moved and was fully engaged with the 

session from that moment on. When one little boy wanted a leopard on Old 

MacDonald’s farm Peter chipped in to say he could have spots – “with a spot 

spot here and a spot spot there, here a spot, there a spot…” What a lovely idea!’ 

26th February - Peter told everyone that he used to play the violin and did a 

hilarious impression, saying that all the cats started to sing when he played.  

Gilly said that it has been amazing to see Peter and Pat join in, and that Peter is 

now engaging in the lounge more, often sharing anecdotes even when the 

children aren’t there! The children’s visits seem to have brought him out of his 

shell.  

30th April - The children went around the room asking the residents what they 

enjoyed about Easter. When they were feeding back to the whole group Peter 

interrupted to say what he enjoyed! What a difference we see in him! When he 

was working he enjoyed having a lie-in over Easter.  

7th May - I was ready to dissemble the maypole when a few of them said we 

ought to plat the ribbons. Peter took charge of this and tried to get his ribbon to 

be passed round in and under-over manner. It was nice to see memories from 

school days surfacing, though I’m not sure that all the residents followed his line 

of thought! 

4th June – Peter took on a teaching role after the children sang Eidelweiss. He 

asked if they knew what Eidelweiss is and told them about the flower. He had 

also explained what Ilkla Moor Ba-Tat meant during a previous week. 
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Some children demanded rather than inspired residents’ active engagement, as on 

15th March at The Elms during the children’s last visit there. One gentleman was not 

joining in with the singing until a little boy came and gave him a toy rabbit for a 

verse of Old MacDonald. After the session Becky wrote that he seemed really 

pleased to be given the rabbit and started joining in with the songs.  

 

 

The activity coordinator at Highborder Lodge was also pleased that several residents 

who don’t usually join in any activities chose to come to the music sessions with the 

children. For example, the children’s attention transformed Peter. He went from 

ignoring and dismissing the music to joining in, doing funny impressions for the 

children and teaching them what some unusual lyrics mean. Case Study 2 shows this 

unfolding in Becky’s diary entries. The Activity Coordinator at Highborder Lodge also 

told Becky that since he began interacting with the children he has also started 

joining in and contributing to other activities that she runs. 

This active engagement had physical as well as social benefits as a resident at 

Highborder Lodge realised during a simple breathing exercise – she told everyone, 

‘This is good for all of us!’ (22nd January). The residents at Highborder Lodge were 

also physically active playing parachute games with the children and waving 

around scarves and ribbons attached to a makeshift maypole. As well as getting 

exercise, some residents’ postures were temporarily improved by the children’s visits, 

as particularly noted in Becky’s diary on 21st May: Anne was slumped over in her 

chair before the children came but sat up straighter when they sang to her. After 

the session she remained sitting upright and sang Here We Go Gathering Nuts In 

May.  

Significant roles for older adults 

One aim for this project was that it should give the older adults a chance to fill 

nurturing and teaching roles. Here are some roles which the older adults took on: 

• Choosing songs. For example, on 6th December Lynn requested that we finish 

our session at Lanes Court with We Wish You A Merry Christmas.  

• Telling stories. For example, Len told the children from Leonard Stanley that he 

had a tiger called Simba 
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• Teaching the children about past times. For example, on 13th May Peggy told 

the children from Queen Margaret’s about her childhood in Ireland without 

electricity or running water. One of the other tenants told her she should be a 

teacher!  

• Teaching the children about points of interest. For example, on 24th June 

Shirley showed the children her budgie and answered their questions about it. 

• Giving speeches. The activity coordinator at The Elms encouraged a few of 

her residents to address the children after a few of their joint sessions. After 

their final session on 15th March one of them said, ‘Thank you all for coming 

and for making us so happy. We love all of you very much and don’t want 

you to go’. The children repeated her words to Becky when she visited them 

in school the following week and their teacher gave it as an example of how 

the project have the children role models who demonstrate kindness.  

• Performing. At Highborder Lodge 26th February Esme recited Wordsworth’s 

poem about daffodils for the children.  

• Teaching songs. On 22nd January Anne taught the children from Leonard 

Stanley actions to My Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean. When giving feedback on 

2nd April, the children said that Anne teaching them the actions was one of 

the best things about their visits. After their session on 21st May Becky wrote, 

‘Anne was absolutely delighted with how well they are singing My Bonnie – 

when we finished singing it she interrupted me (which is most unlike her) and 

exclaimed how wonderfully they’d learnt it!’ This clearly exemplifies how the 

project has given a resident a chance to teach and how this has brought 

pleasure to them as well as the children.  

These roles give the older adults a more active and meaningful relationship with the 

children which increases their enjoyment of the sessions: on the 2nd April a child from 

Leonard Stanley said, ‘I like it at Highborder Lodge because all the time they 

normally join in’. Despite this, residents would often default to the role of passive 

observer as Becky described happening at Highborder Lodge on 4th June. The 

children were trying to teach the residents Baby Shark but the residents started just 

watching them rather than joining in which made the children more self-conscious. 

Becky asked them to start again, emphasising that this song was for everyone to do. 

Three of the residents then joined in which gratified the children. She wrote, ‘The 

children love it when they [the residents] join in, it really makes a difference and I 

want them to know that.’ The children felt good from knowing that they made a 

positive difference to the residents, it would be good for the residents to feel the 

same. The children from Leonard Stanley made cards for each of the residents at 

Highborder Lodge with individualised messages in them, particularly thanking those 

residents who joined in and shared their stories. 

At Windsor Street the Mindsong Volunteers took it in turns to lead songs which limited 

the roles available for the residents to fill. There was not the flexibility for residents to 

chose songs and they did not get much opportunity to tell the children about their 

lives, teach, or take the role of story-teller.  
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Participants look forward to the sessions each week 

The activity coordinators, the residents, the children and the teachers spoke about 

looking forward to their joint sessions. For example, on their feedback forms the 

teacher at Stonehouse wrote, ‘Children excited when the know the session is due’ 

and the teacher at Leonard Stanley wrote, ‘The children are upset when we do not 

go to see the residents’. The children at Queen Margaret’s School also made it clear 

to their teacher and to Becky that they were disappointed when they had music 

sessions in school rather than go to Lanes Court on 11th February and 19th March, 

demonstrating that they looked forwards to seeing the older adults (rather than just 

looking forward to doing music or seeing Becky). A frequent visitor to Highborder 

Lodge also wrote on her evaluation form how the residents were ‘keen to come out 

of rooms to join in with the sessions’, and ‘My in-laws have really looked forward to 

every session and have counted the days to the next one’.  

Enduring collaboration 

One aim of the project was that it would initiate collaborations between schools 

and care homes which would endure after the project ended, preferably without an 

external practitioner. Both The Elms and Highborder Lodge have plans to invite the 

children to events that they run – Punch and Judy and a Family Fun Day. If 

successful, these events would be the start of an enduring collaboration without an 

external practitioner. 

Several practical difficulties arose throughout the project which would make 

enduring collaborations without an external practitioner challenging. For example, 

Becky found that visiting Lanes Court’s weekly Coffee Morning was nearly the only 

way to securely set dates for their session there. This would make an enduring 

unmediated collaboration with the school difficult as teachers would not have the 

time to attend this Coffee Morning. James, a community organiser for Priors Park, has 

started supporting the project which will hopefully make the collaboration more 

sustainable.  

Another practical difficulty is that the schools require adult helpers in order to visit the 

older people’s settings. This nearly jeopardised the project at Holy Trinity School and 

Stonehouse Park, and required a lot of organisation from the teachers.  

After our sessions with Holy Trinity School and Windsor Street Care Home the children, 

teacher and activity coordinators were keen to continue their partnership and for 

Case study 3 – A visitor’s perspective. 

Two of the residents at Highborder Lodge were usually visited by their son and his 

wife during the music sessions with the children. They usually chose to stay in their 

room but they came to join in when the children arrived. Their daughter-in-law 

wrote this on her evaluation form: 

‘It was traumatic for my parents-in-law to leave their home and move into a care 

situation, but these music sessions have really helped them to settle in and 

interact with both the children and other residents. It has been a joy to see them 

“come alive” on Tuesday afternoons with Becky.’ 
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the children to visit in the future independently of GAM or Mindsong. A year later 

that has not happened but Cate, the teacher, would like to work with GAM for more 

intergenerational music sessions next academic year. It seems like both schools and 

care homes need a bit of impetus from outside for this project to happen. 

Conclusions 

The most notable outcomes for the project are: 

- Reduction in children’s fear or shyness due to shared, enjoyable activity and 

repeated visits.  

- Musical and social development for the children 

- Positive relationships forming between children and older adults 

- A sense of enjoyment and wellbeing for both children and adults 

- Hopes to continue visits 

GAM hopes to continue the partnerships that have already been established in this 

project, particularly since all the schools and older adult settings have requested 

that the sessions continue next academic year. We also hope to create more 

partnerships and several potential partners have already shown an interest in taking 

part in the project. For this to happen we need further funding and are considering 

training additional practitioners to run the sessions.  

The project has so far involved a few care home visitors and school volunteers as 

well as the children and older adults. It would be good to increasingly involve other 

members of the community in the project. Perhaps pupils studying GCSE or A-Level 

music would benefit from joining the project for work experience.  

One of GAM’s aims was to make each partnership sustainable, preferably without 

an external practitioner. So far this aim has not been reached and it may need to be 

reconsidered in further iterations of the project. It has become clear that neither the 

teachers nor activity coordinators feel comfortable leading intergenerational 

sessions like Becky does, so our practitioners need think more widely when 

encouraging the staff to find ways to continue the relationships that have formed in 

the music sessions.  

In further iterations of the project it would be interesting to monitor more closely how 

children who are disruptive in class respond to the project in order to test the idea 

that their behaviour improves when they are given more attention. Inviting 

practitioners who are experienced in recording and creating podcasts and videos 

would also help with monitoring the project, as well as allowing the wider community 

to hear and see the benefits of intergenerational activities. Further iterations of the 

project could also explore of encouraging the residents to see that their active 

involvement adds to the children’s enjoyment.  

 

For further information, please contact  
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